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JTIP Unit X: Special Challenges on the Juvenile Docket
Lesson 32, Challenging Juvenile Sex Cases   
(3 to 4 Hours)

BEFORE YOU BEGIN 

As trainers prepare for this Lesson, it is essential to read through the Coordinator and Trainer’s Guide. The 
Coordinator and Trainer’s Guide has important information, such as recommendations for facilitating sessions, 
strategies for using the Forensic Exercises, suggestions for organizing group work, tips for offering feedback 
to participants, and details about how this Lesson fits into the overall JTIP training. Also, it is important to 
note that this Lesson is written from a general, national perspective. Therefore, it is necessary for trainers to 
integrate local statutes, rules, and case law into the Lesson in advance and ensure that the Forensic Exercises 
and Handouts are adjusted as needed. If you have any questions or would like more information on this or 
other Lessons, please contact NJDC at (202) 452-0010.

Overarching Goal
Juvenile defender will be able to challenge allegations of sexual assault by a youth and address issues unique to a 
juvenile sex offense case.

Objectives
Juvenile defender will:

•	 Learn how to interview a youth client in a juvenile sex case;

•	 Be able to conduct effective investigation and seek discovery in juvenile sex cases;

•	 Be able to identify and address special evidentiary and strategic issues associated with youth complaining witnesses;

•	 Learn to develop effective defense theories in juvenile sex offense cases;
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•	 Be able to identify and challenge potential prosecution and defense experts in juvenile sex cases;

•	 Have a basic understanding of the Adam Walsh Act and sex offender registration;

•	 Learn to raise mitigating factors and plan for disposition in a juvenile sex case, consistent with the client’s 
stated interests; and

•	 Learn how to approach intra-familial juvenile sex cases or cases involving relatives or close friends.

Training Materials: 
•	 State law on Sex Offender Registration (trainer to provide)

•	 Forensic Exercise: Challenging Juvenile Sex Cases

•	 Sample Voir Dire of Youth Witness in Juvenile Sex Case (to be used in conjunction with the Forensic Exer-
cise, time permitting)

•	 Mitigation and Disposition Handout (trainer to distribute after teaching section VII)

•	 Bibliography

Supplemental Materials:
•	 Sample Motion to Voir Dire Youth Witness and Exclude Witness Testimony
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Trainer’s Overview

I. Introduction to Juvenile Sex Offenses (5 minutes)

•	 The trainer should review common types of alleged sexual offenses.

II. Preparing for a Juvenile Sex Case (35 minutes)

•	 The trainer should provide ideas for creative alternatives to detention and instruct participants to be cautious 
before agreeing to treatment and/or evaluation. The trainer should offer tips on how to prepare for and conduct 
interviews of clients and witnesses, as well as insights into what types of discovery to seek in a juvenile sex case.

A. Addressing Detention and Other Pretrial Issues 

B. Interviewing the Youth Client

C. Interviewing the Youth Witness

D. Requesting Discovery 

III. Common Defense Theories (25 minutes)

•	 The trainer should discuss what defense theories are available to defenders in a juvenile sex offense case and 
how they would argue them. The discussion should cover the following:

A. Consent 

B. Complainant’s Past Sexual Acts Support Consent

C. Fabrication 

D. Adult Contamination and Suggestibility of Youth

E. Credibility of the Witness 

F. Misidentification

IV. Challenging Prosecution Evidence in Juvenile Sex Cases (20 minutes)

•	 The trainer should discuss challenging evidence in the following circumstances:

A. Challenging DNA Evidence 

B. Independent Testing of Evidence 

C. Seizure of Blood, Hair, and Saliva from the Youth 

D. Medical Records and Hearsay Within Medical Records 
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V. The Youth Witness (30 minutes)

•	 The trainer should facilitate a discussion of ways to challenge the testimony of a youth complainant or youth 
witness in a sex case. Areas of discussion should include the following:

A. Challenging Competency to Testify 

B. Suggestibility 

C. Cross-Examining the Youth Witness 

D. Opposing Closed Circuit Testimony 

VI. Use of Experts in Sex Cases (20 minutes)

•	 The trainer should discuss the uses and roles of experts in sex cases and review a list of considerations de-
fenders should review when hiring an expert.  

A. Expert Assistance for the Defense 

B. Expert Assistance for the Prosecution

C. Locating and Hiring an Expert 

VII. Mitigation and Disposition (10 to 25 minutes)

Note To Trainer

If there are time constraints, the trainer should skip ahead and teach only Sections E and F, 
Evaluations and Treatment respectively. The trainer should provide participants with the Miti-
gation and Disposition Handout, which contains the information in Sections A-D and G of the 
Training Notes, and advise them to review the handout after the training.

•	 The trainer should review the following topics relevant to mitigation and disposition planning in sex cases:

A. Juveniles are Different from Adults 

B. Common and Uncommon Sexual Behaviors Among Youth

C. Sexual Play and Problematic Sexual Behavior 

D. Normal Sexual Desire and Behaviors among Adolescents 

E. Evaluations: The Pros and Cons

F. Treatment 

G. Recidivism 
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VIII. Sex Offender Registration Requirements (5 to 30 minutes) 

Note To Trainer
If there are time constraints, the trainer may skip this section and distribute copies of the lo-
cal in-state sex offender registration requirements to participants. The trainer should instruct 
participants to review the requirements on their own time after the training.

•	 The trainer should provide background information about the origins of sex offender legislation as well as an over-
view of current federal registration requirements and the resulting implications. The trainer should also highlight 
the differences in registration laws across jurisdictions, being sure to discuss the law in the local jurisdiction.  

A. The Emergence of Sex Offender Registration Laws 

B. Implications of the Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act (SORNA)

C. Tier Registration Under SORNA 

D. Mandatory In-Person Reporting 

E. Differences Across Jurisdictions 

IX. Forensic Exercise: Challenging Juvenile Sex Cases (30 to 50 minutes)

•	 The trainer should distribute a copy of the Forensic Exercise and allow participants 10 minutes to review the fact 
pattern and answer the questions that follow. 

•	 The trainer should instruct participants to consider possible defense theories, evidentiary challenges and experts 
that might be appropriate in the case as they read the fact pattern.

•	 The trainer should then use the Discussion Points in the Forensic Exercise to walk participants through each ques-
tion in the exercise. 

•	 If time permits, the trainer should instruct participants to spend 10 minutes drafting a competency voir dire of the 
youth witness from the fact pattern. The trainer should then request volunteers to conduct a voir dire with the 
trainer standing in as the youth witness. The trainer should use the Sample Voir Dire provided in the Discussion 
Points as a guide for the feedback to the participants.
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Trainer Notes
I. Introduction to Juvenile Sex Offenses

Note To Trainer The trainer should distribute copies of the local statute that defines sexual offenses.

Types of Sexual Offenses

•	 There are two common types of alleged sexual offenses: sexual acts and sexual contacts. Sexual acts 
involve more invasive behavior than sexual contacts.

•	 Sexual Acts

 ° Penetration, however slight, with the penis to the vulva or penis to the anus.

 ° Having the victim place his or her mouth on the offender’s penis/vulva and vice versa.

 ° Touching the victim’s anus or vulva with the mouth.

 ° Anal or genital opening by hand, finger or any object, and then penetrating, however slight, with the 
intent to abuse, humiliate, harass, degrade, arouse or gratify the sexual desire of any person.

•	 Sexual Contacts

 ° The intentional touching, either directly or through the clothing, of genitalia, the anus, groin area, 
breast, inner thigh or buttocks of any person with an intent to abuse, humiliate, harass, degrade, or 
arouse or gratify the sexual desire of any person.

II. Preparing for a Juvenile Sex Case

A. Addressing Detention and Other Pretrial Issues

Note To Trainer

The trainer should engage the participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What 
are some common arguments made by the state in its request to detain an accused youth 
in sex cases?”  The trainer should then guide the participants in a discussion about creative 
alternatives to detention in sex cases.  

•	 Creative Alternatives to Detention 

 ° Given the pervasive concerns about sex offending and the presumption that all alleged sex offenders 
are a threat to public safety, the risk of pretrial detention is significant. The risk of detention is even 
greater when an alleged youth sex offender has young siblings at home or is engaged in activi-
ties that would place him or her in contact with other children. The juvenile defender should argue 
against the “automatic” detention of youth charged with sex offenses.

 ° The juvenile defender should work with the client’s family to identify creative alternatives to deten-
tion. The youth’s family may be able to develop a “safety plan” and identify other relatives, neighbors, 
or family friends who will take the client in. Parents/Guardians may also be helpful in convincing the 
judge that younger siblings are not at risk and that the client will be supervised by an adult at all times.
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•	 Sex Offender Treatment Before Adjudication

 ° Notwithstanding the desire to identify alternatives to detention for a client, the juvenile defender 
should be cautious and investigate carefully before consenting to any pretrial “sex offender treat-
ment” programs pending trial.  Many of these programs presume the youth’s guilt and/or require 
the youth to admit to sexual offending before he or she is deemed to have successfully completed 
the program. A youth in treatment may not only admit to the pending offense, but also to additional 
uncharged misconduct.

 ° Moreover, an accused youth obviously does not need “treatment” if he or she is not guilty. Treatment 
is embarrassing and stigmatizing for a youth and should not be imposed when it is not necessary.  

 ° If the client does enter a pretrial sex offender program, the defender should assert the client’s Fifth 
Amendment privilege on the record in court and in writing with the program that will be treating the 
youth. The defender should advise the client against discussing or “confessing” to other uncharged 
sexual behavior.  

•	 Psychosexual Evaluations Before Adjudication 

 ° In some jurisdictions, the prosecutor, probation officer, or judge will request a psychosexual evalua-
tion at the detention hearing. The defender should oppose these pretrial evaluations and assert the 
client’s Fifth Amendment rights, unless and until the youth is found involved in the alleged offense. 

 ° The youth generally cannot and should not be fully candid with the evaluator while a charge is 
pending. Further, when the client asserts his or her innocence to the charges, the evaluation is an 
onerous intrusion on the youth’s liberty.

 ° A psychosexual evaluation creates a negative “paper trail” for the child, even if the child is later 
found not guilty.  

 ° Psychosexual evaluations are often used to assess the child’s “risk” of future sexual offending.  The de-
fender may challenge the reliability of these evaluations and purported “risk assessment” instruments.

•	 Advising Clients Not to Discuss Sexual Issues While in Detention 

 ° An alleged sex offender who is held pending trial will likely be under close scrutiny in detention. Often, 
even the most innocuous statements or actions of the client will be construed to have inappropriate 
sexual overtones. The defender should remind the client that he or she is being watched closely and to 
refrain from any conversation and behavior that could be misinterpreted or misunderstood as being of a 
sexual nature. 
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B. Interviewing the Youth Client 

The defender should do the following to prepare for the youth client interview: 

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage the participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What 
are some common challenges you face in interviewing juvenile clients about alleged sex of-
fenses?” The trainer should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.

•	 Remember that It Is Difficult for Client to Talk about Sex Offense Charges 

 ° Youth are often particularly embarrassed by sex abuse allegations. The youth may have been ostra-
cized by friends and family who know about the allegation. The defenders should think about ways 
to alleviate the client’s embarrassment. The defender may say, “I have been an attorney for a long 
time and have seen a lot of cases like this.  Nothing will shock me and I won’t judge you.” 

•	 Review Literature on Juvenile Sex Offenders

 ° The defender should review recent literature on juvenile sex offenders.  Juvenile sex offenders are 
a unique population and are different from adult sex offenders. Their behaviors stem from different 
motivations and they are less likely to re-offend than adults. Because they are still developing, adoles-
cents are more amenable to treatment than their adult counterparts. Often their behavior is just sexual 
experimentation and not a sign of pedophilic tendencies. Youth may also be acting out as a result of 
family problems, including neglect and physical and sexual abuse. The youth may be repeating behavior 
that he or she observed at home, without realizing that the behavior is inappropriate.   

 ° It will be important for the juvenile defender to obtain and review any mental health, child welfare, 
or criminal history records involving the youth and the youth’s family.

•	 Collateral Interviews

 ° With the client’s consent, the defender should interview the youth’s immediate family and/or guard-
ians, close relatives, and close friends. It is important for the defender to understand the client’s 
family dynamic and whom the client comes in contact with on a regular basis.

 ° The defender should attempt to identify positive and supportive relationships between the youth and 
youth’s family members and/or guardians, mentors, and close friends.  The defender will also want 
to document the absence of other sexually inappropriate behaviors.

 ° The defender should inquire of the family and/or guardians about the existence of any other com-
plaints about sexually inappropriate behavior by the client at school, church, in the neighborhood, 
etc. The defender should also ask how the client usually behaves and if they have observed any 
changes in the youth’s behavior.

•	 Child Welfare Investigations

 ° The defender will want to know if the youth has ever had a case in the neglect and abuse system. 
If there have been investigations by child welfare, the defender should find out what prompted the 
investigations and what the outcomes were.  
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•	 Educational Background

 ° The defender should understand the youth’s educational background and academic performance. Is 
he or she a special education student? If so, is he or she receiving appropriate services? Has he or 
she been recently suspended or expelled from school? If so, for what? The defender may discover 
that the youth is socially awkward or has cognitive limitations that are being perceived or misread 
as sexually inappropriate behavior.  The youth may also miss important social cues that would pre-
vent the youth from engaging in sexual behaviors.

 ° Eventually, either before or after the client interview but certainly before trial, the defender may 
want to speak with the youth’s teachers, coaches, special education staff, or any other school staff 
that had regular contact with the youth. They may be able to speak to the absence of any sexually 
inappropriate behavior at school or in extracurricular activities.    

•	 Health, Substance Use, Treatment History

 ° As in any type of juvenile delinquency case, the defender will want to know if the youth has had a 
history of mental health issues or substance abuse. If the youth has been diagnosed, the defender 
will want to know the youth’s treatment history.  

C. Interviewing the Youth Witness

Note To Trainer

The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “When is it ap-
propriate to interview a youth witness in a juvenile sex case? What are some of the concerns 
and challenges that you may face when interviewing a youth witness in a sex case?” The 
trainer should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

•	 Preliminary Considerations

 ° The defender should consider the age of the youth witness before interviewing him or her. In cases 
involving the sexual assault of a youth, the judge will most likely disapprove of the defender’s at-
tempt to interview a young victim without the parent/guardian’s consent. However, the defender 
may not find it necessary to speak with the youth’s parent/guardian if the complainant is older (e.g., 
12-14 years or older). It really depends on the defender’s comfort level and what the judge may or 
may not feel is appropriate. It is generally recommended that the investigator refrain from interview-
ing the youth witness without the defense attorney present.  

 ° Questioning a youth witness is very different from questioning an adult.  Youth are still developing 
verbal skills and are much more in tune with how things are said rather than what is being said to 
them. Therefore, tone and inflection are important when communicating with youth.  
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 ° Often, a youth may say things they think the adult wants to hear, without any consideration of the 
truth or accuracy of the statement. The youth may say “yes” just to satisfy the adult. This is what 
experts call the “accommodation syndrome” in children. Therefore, the defender should avoid 
leading questions.

Practice Tip

The defender may want to first speak with the parents/guardians of a young complainant to see if 
the family is interested in resolving the case outside of court.  

•	 Framing the Questions

 ° Family Background

a. The defender should ask about the youth’s family relationships, keeping in mind that this can 
often be confusing to youth. The youth may use words and names to describe certain family 
members that are not commonly used by adults.   

 ° Recalling Events, Talking About Sexual Events

a. The defender should carefully consider how to frame questions when interviewing a youth about 
events that occurred in the past. Youth have a hard time recalling events in sequence.  

b. The defender should keep this in mind when the youth provides factual information. The de-
fender may have to ask very simple questions to piece together events.

c. When questioning the youth about sexual behavior that occurred, the defender should be aware 
that youth will often be inaccurate with his or her answers. For instance, the youth may say, “the 
boy peed,” which really means that the boy ejaculated. This is close to how a youth generally 
perceives the function of a penis.

d. The defender should suspect adult input when the youth is able to uncharacteristically remember 
events in sequence and/or unnaturally uses accurate language to describe such events.  

 ° Timing

a. Youth also have difficulty with the concept of time.  

b. The defender should avoid asking about specific days and times and frame questions like the following:

i. Did you attend school the day this happened?  

ii. Was this the beginning of the school week?  

iii. Close to the weekend? 

iv. During the weekend?  

v. Was it before or after breakfast/lunch/dinner?
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vi. Was this near a holiday? Christmas? Thanksgiving? Fourth of July?

vii. Was this during a school vacation? Spring Break? Summer?

c. The defender should suspect adult input when the youth is unusually able to remember particular days 
and times.  

D. Requesting Discovery 

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What kind of 
discovery do you want to request in a typical juvenile sex case (either sexual abuse/sexual con-
tact cases)?” The trainer should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

•	 Youth Witness Interviews

 ° The defender should request a DVD copy of any interview with the youth victim, including interviews 
by law enforcement officers, the Child Advocacy Center, or any victim advocate or specialist.

 ° Additionally, the defender should request an updated Curriculum Vitae (CV) of any Child Witness 
Interviewer (CWI). The defender should know what trainings the CWI has attended and familiarize 
himself or herself with certification and continuing education requirements.

 ° In many jurisdictions, youth will be interviewed at a Child Advocacy Center (CAC). When the CAC is 
a privately-funded entity or a public-private partnership, the prosecution may claim that they have no 
duty or obligation to disclose information and recordings made during a CAC interview. The juvenile 
defender should vigilantly resist these claims. Almost invariably, the police and the prosecutors are 
intricately involved in these CAC interviews, even if the primary interview is conducted in private, 
with the youth and a specialized child advocate. Very often, the police and the prosecutors develop 
the questions for the interview, are watching the interview via camera, and add questions as the 
interview evolves. Where there is resistance to turning over records and videos of these interviews, 
the defender should subpoena any internal memoranda or memoranda of understanding from the 
CAC and local police department discussing procedures for interviewing youth witnesses, including 
youth witnesses in sex cases. These documents may help the judge understand the intricate involve-
ment of state actors in these interviews.

 ° The defender should subpoena, or obtain through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, any 
protocols that govern the general operation of the Child Advocacy Center or other similar facility 
or organization. The defender should also be familiar with procedures that must be followed when 
subpoenaing individual records from the CAC.

 ° The defender should also attempt to determine (by subpoena and discovery) whether the CWI or CAC 
interviewer reviewed any collateral information about the complainant in connection with or in prepa-
ration for the interview.  The defender should attempt to review any collateral information as well. 

•	 Physical Evidence

 ° The defender should inquire about any physical evidence and make sure any DNA evidence is preserved.

 ° The defender should request access to any medical and scientific evidence obtained or developed in 
the case. The Innocence Protection Act of 2001 may be a tool for the defender to use when advising 
his or her client to request independent testing of biological evidence.  
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 ° Other common physical evidence: 

a. Clothing 

b. Hairs

c. Semen sample

d. Video surveillance to document the comings and goings of persons in or near the area of the alleged 
sexual assault

e. Photographs of injuries

f. Text messages 

g. Phone messages 

h. Social Media 

Practice Tip

Some evidence will not be in the prosecutor’s possession (e.g., text messages), but still needs to be 
preserved immediately.

•	 Complainant’s Records

 ° Medical Examinations and Reports

 ° Mental Health and Counseling Records

 ° Physician Exam and Report

a. A complainant alleging sexual assault is usually taken to the hospital for a medical evaluation. The 
physician examines the complainant and requests detailed information about the complainant’s condi-
tion, including signs of trauma and medical conclusions about the cause of his or her condition.   

i. The complainant’s statements contained within the medical records may be useful at trial for 
cross-examination, including impeachment.  

b. The defender should request all reports, forms and documents prepared by the doctors and any 
other medical personnel during discovery.

Practice Tip

In some jurisdictions, neither party may subpoena medical records without a prior court approval or a 
release signed by the complainant. See, e.g., Brown v. United States, 567 A.2d 426 (D.C. 1989). The 
defender should be aware of his or her jurisdiction’s procedure for obtaining the complainant’s medi-
cal records outside of discovery provided by the prosecution. Defenders wishing to subpoena these 
records may need to file a Motion for Permission to Subpoena Medical Records. 
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 ° Evidence Collected and Documented by S.A.N.E. Nurse

a. Often the complainant will be examined by a Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (also known as a 
“S.A.N.E. nurse”). These nurses are trained forensic nurses who primarily examine complainants 
that report sexual assault. Their role is to collect forensic evidence such as hairs, clothes, swabs 
and smears. The S.A.N.E. nurse will then record his or her findings and observations.  

b. The S.A.N.E. nurse may take colposcopy photographs, which magnify the anal or genital region 
to reveal abnormalities or injuries that are not necessarily visible to the naked eye.

c. The defender should demand an opportunity to view and photograph evidence collected by the 
S.A.N.E. nurse.  

d. The defender should also demand copies of all reports, photographs, and documentation created 
by the S.A.N.E. nurse when examining the complainant.

•	 Evidence Analyst Reports/Notes

 ° The defender should request all documents relating to reports and notes taken by the prosecution’s 
evidence analyst. These analysts inspect items such as hairs, fibers, and DNA collected from the crime 
scene that are then compared to the youth and complainant for potential matches.

Practice Tip

Under Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 557 U.S. 305 (2009), reports and tests done by analysts are 
considered testimonial statements covered by the Confrontation Clause. Therefore, if the prosecution 
seeks to introduce the results of any scientific testing, the analyst who actually conducted the testing 
must testify at trial.

 ° Social Records: The defender should request and/or subpoena a range of additional records involving 
the complainant, including but not limited to the following:

a. School

b. Child Protective Services or Department of Social Services records of the dependent youth victim

c. Phone

d. Text

e. Web pages (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, MySpace)
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III. Common Defense Theories

Note To Trainer

The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are some 
common and effective defense theories in sex cases?” The trainer should then have the partici-
pants brainstorm a list of possible defenses and then circle back to talk more specifically about 
the defenses noted in the following Training Notes.  

A. Consent

Note To Trainer The trainer should distribute copies of the local statute and case law on consent.

•	 In rape cases, the most common defense is that the act between the accused and the complainant was 
in fact consensual.  

 ° NOTE: In most jurisdictions, the defense has the burden to prove that the act was consensual, often 
by a preponderance of the evidence. See, e.g., D.C. Code § 22-4107 (2000).  

•	 When considering a consent defense, the defender should compare the age of the offender and the age 
of the complainant. If both are young and close in age, the defender could argue that Equal Protection 
prohibits the prosecution from charging just one youth for engaging in the sexual act if there was no 
force involved. For example, the Ohio Supreme Court recently ruled that applying a statute that prohibits 
sexual conduct with a person under 13 years old to offenders that are under the age of 13 themselves is 
unconstitutionally vague and violates Due Process because of arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement. 
See In re D.B., 950 N.E.2d 528 (Ohio 2011).  

•	 However, in some jurisdictions, consent is not available as a defense if the accused and the complain-
ant are more than four years apart. It will be important to study the relevant statutes.

•	 When consent is an appropriate defense, the defender should clearly assert the defense in the opening state-
ment and explain why the complainant is making up or fabricating the allegation of rape or sexual assault.

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are some 
facts that would support a consent defense?” The trainer should use the following examples to 
guide the discussion.  

 ° Pre-existing relationship between the youth and the complainant

 ° Prior consensual “rough sex”

 ° Both respondents are minors

 ° Absence of physical injuries

 ° Delay in reporting “rape” 

 ° No torn clothing 

 ° Complainant was trying to avoid getting in trouble with parents/guardians or other motive for the 
complainant to fabricate 
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B. Complainant’s Past Sexual Acts Support Consent 

Note To Trainer

The trainer should engage the participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “Are there 
any barriers to introducing the complainant’s prior sexual history to show consent?” The trainer 
should then provide the participants with the local Rape Shield Laws and use the following 
notes to guide the discussion.

•	 Inadmissible Prior Sexual Acts

 ° Under the Rape Shield Laws that exists all over the country, the defense generally may not introduce 
evidence about the complainant’s past sexual behavior or his or her reputation for chastity.  

•	 Admissible Prior Sexual Acts

 ° Past sexual acts with the accused youth, however, may be admissible to support the defense theory 
of consent.  

 ° The complainant’s prior sexual acts may also be admitted if they tend to rebut the inculpatory effect 
of physical or scientific evidence (e.g., to suggest an alternative explanation for injuries sustained or 
semen present by showing the complainant had sexual relations with someone other than the youth 
just before or after the alleged offense). 

 ° Evidence of the complainant’s bias and motive to lie or fabricate is generally not precluded by the 
rape shield law. See Davis v. Alaska, 415 U.S. 308, 318 (1974); Commonwealth v. Fernsler, 715 A.2d 
435, 438-39 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1998).

 ° In some jurisdictions, evidence of the victim’s sexuality for the purpose of attacking his or her cred-
ibility is not protected by the rape shield law. See, e.g., South Carolina v. Lang, 403 S.E.2d 677 (S.C. 
Ct. App. 1991).

 ° Some jurisdictions require that there be a hearing at which the defender has the burden to prove the 
probative value and admissibility of the prior sexual acts he or she seeks to present. See, e.g., Watts 
v. United States, 971 A.2d 921, 926 (D.C. 2009). These jurisdictions also require that such evidence 
undermine the prosecution’s case. Id.

a. However, in jurisdictions that have these hearings (also called in camera hearings), the defender 
should be aware that any statements made by the client to corroborate the proffered evidence 
may be used against him or her at trial.

•	 Notice

 ° Jurisdictions may require the defense to file written notice of the intent to introduce evidence of 
the complainant’s prior sexual acts before trial. The defender usually must file this notice within a 
certain time frame specified within the statute.
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C. Fabrication

•	 The defense may claim that the complainant is not telling the truth and has some reason to fabricate.  

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What might be 
some reasons for fabrication by a complainant?” The trainer should use the following examples 
to guide the discussion.  

 ° Avoid getting in trouble with parents/guardians 

 ° Drug deal gone bad

 ° Recent breakup 

 ° Other animus toward youth 

 ° Rejection 

 ° Protecting real rapist

 ° Subconscious blocking of real rapist 

•	 The youth has a right to confront the complainant about a motive to fabricate under the Confrontation 
Clause of the Sixth Amendment. See, e.g., Obiazor v. United States, 964 A.2d 147, 152 (D.C. 2009).

•	 The defender should try to introduce evidence of the complainant’s emotional or psychological history, if 
applicable, to undermine the complainant’s credibility and support a motive to lie.  

D. Adult Contamination and Suggestibility of Youth

•	 Unlike fabrication, adult contamination does not involve the willful or deliberate act of deceit. In cases 
where there may be adult contamination, a youth complainant recalls or perceives events based on 
adult input, leading, or coaching, rather than his or her own memory. Read further for more discussion of 
suggestibility and youth victims. 

E. Credibility of the Witness

•	 Adjudication in sex cases often comes down to the credibility of the complainant.  The prosecution must prove 
credibility – meaning, the fact-finder must believe the complainant to find the youth guilty of a sex offense.  

•	 Where appropriate, the defender should challenge the complainant’s credibility as a witness and argue 
that the presence or absence of certain factors undermine the complainant’s allegations. The defender 
should consider whether the complainant’s version of events defies common sense or is belied by facts 
that suggest the complainant’s version cannot be accurate. For example, if the complainant alleges that 
he or she was assaulted in a location in which his or her screams should have been heard, then the 
defender should canvass the area for potential ear witnesses or eyewitness.

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are some 
grounds upon which to challenge the complainant’s credibility in a sex case?” The trainer 
should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  
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Depending on the jurisdiction, such factors may include:1

 ° The complainant’s delay or promptness of filing a report with police, or delay telling friends or relatives

 ° The complainant’s demeanor at the time of the report (e.g. emotional state)

 ° Whether the complainant’s testimony is consistent with prior statements

 ° The youth’s lack of opportunity to commit the alleged offense

 ° The youth’s behavior at the time of arrest

 ° The lack of medical and physical injury evidence to support allegations

 ° The absence of biological material on the complainant’s clothes or body, or on the youth’s clothes or 
body (e.g., DNA, blood, semen) 

 ° Bias or motive to lie 

•	 Prior False Reports by the Complainant

 ° If the complainant has a history of making false reports of sex crimes, many jurisdictions will allow 
the defender to introduce this as evidence at trial.2 

 ° Some jurisdictions do not require that prior false reports be factually similar to the complaint alleged 
at trial. Prior false allegations may be used to attack the complainant’s veracity and to show they 
have lied before.   

F. Misidentification

 ° In a “stranger rape” case, the complainant may not be able to identify her attacker given the tremen-
dous stress and trauma the witness faces. 

 ° The defender will want to explore the complainant’s poor opportunity to observe his or her attacker 
in the investigation and the cross-examination. 

IV. Challenging Prosecution Evidence in Juvenile Sex Cases 

A. Challenging DNA Evidence 

•	 DNA evidence most often comes from semen on a rape victim or bloodstains at the scene of particularly 
violent crimes. The DNA analyst compares DNA evidence found at the crime scene to the youth’s DNA. 
If there is a “match,” the analyst determines the statistical significance of the match – or the likelihood 
that an unrelated person selected randomly from the population would match the sample profile.  

1 See, e.g., Douglas v. United States, 386 A.2d 289, 294 (D.C. 1978); Davis v. United States, 367 A.2d 1254, 1270 (D.C. 1976); In re W.E.P., 318 A.2d 286 (D.C. 1974).
2 See, e.g., Oregon v. Nab, 421 P.2d 388 (Or. 1966) (the sexual activity reported was with the father and grandfather of the complainant, as well as with the son of the accused); 
People v. Sheperd, 551 P.2d 210, 212 (Colo. App. 1976) (report thirteen months prior); People v. Hurlburt, 333 P.2d 82 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1958) (reports of indecent acts); see also 
Giles v. Maryland, 386 U.S. 66, 70-74 (1967) (suggesting prior false report subject to disclosure under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963)). Cf. Rhode Island v. Izzi, 348 A.2d 371 
(R.I. 1975) (evidence of false reports of assault, made against others subsequent to alleged assault by accused); Hall v. Indiana, 374 N.E.2d 62 (Ind. Ct. App. 1978) (prior threats to 
falsely accuse others of rape).
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•	 The defender should become very familiar with the process of DNA “matching” if they have a case 
involving DNA evidence. This science is very complicated, but there is room for the defender to chal-
lenge the methodologies of DNA matching under Frye or Daubert, much like one would challenge the 
procedures used in ballistics or fingerprint matching. See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 509 
U.S. 579 (1993); Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923).

 ° In such cases, the defender should request the laboratory’s policies and methods for DNA testing.  

 ° The defender should also consider consulting and retaining a DNA expert to assist in understanding 
the DNA evidence and identify potential flaws in the lab’s methodologies. See Use of Experts in Sex 
Cases, infra.

B. Independent Testing of Evidence

•	 The defender may want to have biological evidence in the case tested independently. If a youth is ac-
cused of a crime of violence, the defense should be allowed to conduct independent testing of biologi-
cal material in his or her case, pursuant to local statutes, rules and the constitutional right to confront 
evidence against him or her at trial. The Innocence Protection Act (IPA) of 2004 also allows individuals 
access to DNA testing if they meet certain conditions, such as the possibility that testing could produce 
new material evidence that would raise a reasonable probability that the individual did not commit the 
offense.  See 18 U.S.C. 3600.

•	 The defender should discuss this right with the client and advise him or her on the potential benefits 
and risks of obtaining independent testing. In some jurisdictions, there is a colloquy with the court about 
the youth’s rights under the IPA. The colloquy should not be the first time the youth learns of his or her 
rights under the IPA; the defender should thoroughly explain the youth’s rights prior to facing the judge. 
See, e.g., Veney v. United States, 936 A.2d 811, 823 (D.C. 2007).

•	 If the youth is indigent, the defender will have to request funds from the court in order for the client to 
exercise this right.

C. Seizure of Blood, Hair, and Saliva from the Youth

Note To Trainer

The trainer may engage the participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “How does the 
state get DNA evidence from your client in a sex case?”  The trainer should then use the notes 
that follow to facilitate a discussion about how to preclude or challenge the acquisition of DNA 
samples from the respondent.

•	 The state will often obtain DNA samples from the accused youth by asking the youth to consent to 
provide a sample or by compelling the sample. 

•	 The prosecution may request blood, hair, pubic hair, and saliva samples from the youth. The defender 
should advise the youth not to consent to such a request. If the youth does consent, the defender may 
challenge the consent, arguing that it was not a knowing or voluntary consent and drawing upon lit-
erature regarding the suggestibility of youth and adolescents to pressure from police officers and other 
adults. The defender should review the case law and research on adolescent consent to search and 
coerced confessions by youth.  
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•	 However, a “compelled intrusion” of this kind implicates Fourth Amendment rights against search and 
seizure. Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966). Therefore, the defender should make sure that the 
prosecution obtains a warrant or court order for a sample. To obtain a warrant, the prosecution must 
have probable cause to believe that the sample will produce evidence that the youth was involved. Id.  

•	 The defender should advise the youth of the possibility that a police officer may obtain a warrant to 
seize DNA from the youth. The defender should:

 ° Ask the youth (or his or her parents/guardians) to call the defender as soon as he or she learns about 
the scheduling of a meeting to obtain the sample. 

 ° Remind the client not to talk to the police and not to answer any questions while the DNA sample is 
being obtained.

 ° Tell the youth to advise the police that he or she would like to wait until his or her attorney arrives. 

•	 As soon as the defender receives a motion from the prosecution or notice from the court of a warrant 
to obtain DNA samples, the defender may file a motion to oppose or to withdraw the warrant. Unfortu-
nately, not all jurisdictions require that notice be given to the defense when the warrant is issued. 

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are some 
arguments a defender may make in opposition to the prosecution’s request for DNA samples from 
the youth?” The trainer should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.

•	 Reasonableness of Bodily Intrusions

 ° In addition to the Schmerber requirement of probable cause, a compelled intrusion must also be 
reasonable. There are several factors to be considered when determining the reasonableness of 
bodily intrusions:

a. The effect on the safety or health of the person being searched. Even when there is probable cause, 
the search for evidence may be unjustifiable if it engagers the life or health of the suspect.

b. The effect on the person’s dignity, personal privacy and bodily integrity; and 

c. The community’s interest in fairly and accurately determining the guilt or innocence of the youth. 
See Winston v. Lee, 470 U.S. 753, 761-62 (1985).  In Schmerber, there was “a clear indication” 
that relevant and desired evidence would be found if the requested blood test were conducted.  
Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 at 770.

•	 In some “sexual assault” cases (e.g., sexual touching cases), there is no transfer of fluids or other 
sources of DNA. In those circumstances, the defender has especially strong grounds for opposing the 
DNA sample, and should do so. 

•	 Essentially there must be a nexus between the evidence sought and the crime charged.
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D. Medical Records and Hearsay Within Medical Records 

•	 Admissibility of Medical Records: If there is information in the complainant’s medical records that 
supports the prosecution’s case, the prosecutor may try to introduce these medical records: 

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What arguments will 
the prosecution make to get the medical records (and statements within) into evidence over your 
hearsay objection?” The trainer should then use the following examples to guide the discussion.  

 ° Business Record Exception

 ° Statement for Purposes of Medical Diagnosis and Treatment of the Complainant

•	 The defender should argue that the business records exception does not apply to records that were 
made with an eye towards litigation. Meaning that if the maker of the report did not speak to the com-
plainant for the purpose of diagnosis or treatment – rather, the maker was trying to elicit information 
and collect evidence for use at trial — then the business record exception should not apply.  

•	 Inadmissible Hearsay: There may be information in these reports that is particularly damaging to the 
youth. For instance, often these reports will contain the hearsay statements the complainant made at 
the time of examination.  

•	 If the examining physician, S.A.N.E. nurse or any other medical personnel acting under the direction of 
the police seeks to introduce hearsay statements of the complainant from reports, the defender may ob-
ject under the Confrontation Clause of the Sixth Amendment and Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 
(2004). Unless the declarant is unavailable and the defense had a previous opportunity to cross-examine 
the declarant, the prosecution is not permitted to introduce “testimonial” hearsay statements against 
the youth. Id.

•	 The hearsay exception for purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment generally does not include state-
ments that place blame or fault on the accused. Such statements are usually not relevant to diagnosis 
or treatment. For example:

 ° Admissible: “I was raped.”

 ° Inadmissible: “Joe raped me.” This statement is not admissible under the exception because the 
identity of the rapist is not relevant to diagnosis or treatment.

a. However, in some jurisdictions, placing blame on someone who lives in the youth’s household 
may be admissible because this could implicate psychological effects that are relevant to diagno-
sis and treatment.

•	 Impeachment Material: There may be information in medical reports that can be used to impeach the 
complainant’s testimony at trial. The reports could undermine the complainant’s allegations or provide 
an alternative explanation for injuries allegedly sustained by the complainant during the offense.
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V. The Youth Witness

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are some ways 
to challenge the testimony of a youth complainant or youth witness in a sex case?” The trainer 
should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

A. Challenging Competency to Testify

Practice Tip

Challenging the competency of a youth witness can sometimes take great courage. The defender 
should still challenge the youth’s competency even if he or she fears that the judge may disap-
prove. The judge may push back, but the defender should take a firm stance on the issue and insist 
on voir dire.

•	 The defender should challenge the youth complainant’s competency to testify at trial, especially when 
the prosecution is solely relying on the youth’s allegations without substantial medical evidence or other 
corroboration. The youth witness must:

 ° Know the difference between the truth and a lie;  

 ° Have personal knowledge of the events that occurred; and

 ° Be able to independently recall events.  

•	 Generally, the court will hold a hearing to address the issue of witness competency.

•	 Ability to tell the truth: Competency hearings do not just address whether the witness understands 
the oath to tell the truth. The judge should also consider whether the witness’ view of reality has been 
changed or tainted, so much so that he or she no longer knows what really happened. This could be due 
to suggestive interviews by the police, prosecutors, social workers and/or parents/guardians.

•	 A competency determination is usually left to the discretion of the court. See, e.g., Mackall v. Common-
wealth, 372 S.E.2d 759 (Va. 1988). The youth must be able to independently recollect events without the 
aid of “coaching.”  

•	 When the complainant is especially young or immature, the defender may argue that the complainant 
should be subject to a psychological and/or psychiatric evaluation. The trial court has the discretion to 
order an examination when the witness’ competence to testify at trial or the witness’ credibility is at 
issue. See, e.g., United States v. Benn, 476 F.2d 1127 (D.C. Cir. 1973). Similarly, an examination will as-
sist the court in determining whether the complainant’s testimony meets evidentiary requirements when 
reliability is in question. See New Jersey v. Michaels, 642 A.2d 1372 (N.J. 1994).

•	 Today, age is not a dispositive factor in determining youth competency to testify.  In Wheeler v. United 
States, 159 U.S. 523, 524–25 (1985), the Supreme Court held that a five-year-old child could be sworn 
as a witness, “provided that he had sufficient ‘capacity and intelligence,’ understood the difference be-
tween truth and falsehood, appreciated the consequences of telling a lie, and knew what was required 
by the oath.”  See Thomas D. Lyon, Child Witnesses and the Oath: Empirical Evidence, 73 S. Cal. l. Rev. 
1017, 1021 (2000) (citing Wheeler v. United States, 159 U.S. 523).
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•	 Therefore, in many jurisdictions, the focus is less on the youth’s age and more on the youth’s personal 
knowledge, intelligence, maturity, and ability to tell the truth.  See, e.g., Durant v. Commonwealth, 375 
S.E.2d 396, 400 (Va. 1988)

•	 When the witness’ competency is at issue, the defender may ask the court to hold a witness compe-
tency hearing before trial so the youth’s competency can be tested and evaluated by the judge. The 
defender may also ask to voir dire the youth witness before he or she testifies at trial. The defender 
should consider the strategic advantages and disadvantages of a pretrial competency hearing and voir 
dire. In some cases, the pretrial competency voir dire will merely reinforce the complainant’s competen-
cy and credibility in the eyes of the judge. In other cases, the competency voir dire will reveal evidence 
of adult influence or expose the youth’s confusion about the truth and a lie. The defender should find out 
as much about the youth witness as possible before deciding to request a competency voir dire.  

•	 In some jurisdictions, the judge will conduct the voir dire. If so, the defender should submit proposed 
voir dire questions for the judge.  

Note To Trainer
A Sample Voir Dire of Youth Witness in Juvenile Sex Case and a Sample Motion to Voir Dire Child 
Witness and Exclude Witness Testimony are provided at the end of this lesson and should be distrib-
uted at the conclusion of the training.  

B. Suggestibility 

•	 Some states expand due process rights afforded to defendants regarding the reliability of youth witness 
testimony through pretrial “taint hearings” to determine whether or not a youth’s testimony is suf-
ficiently reliable to be admitted at trial. The court looks to factors such as unduly suggestive interview-
ing techniques and familial influences on the youth’s testimony as alleged by defense counsel. Michael 
R. Keenan, Child Witnesses: Implications of Contemporary Suggestibility Research in a Changed Legal 
Landscape, 26 dev. Mental HealtH l. 100 (2007) (citing New Jersey, Delaware, Massachusetts, New 
York, Ohio, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania as states having some variation of a taint hearing).  

•	 Suggestibility is not just determined by age of the youth. Suggestibility of a youth depends on a 
number of situational, developmental, and personality factors – including the type of event, how well 
the youth remembers the event, the type of information the interviewer is seeking, how the interview is 
conducted, language used, and outside influence before and after the interview. See John E.B. Myers et 
al., Psychological Research on Children as Witnesses: Practical Implications for Forensic Interview and 
Courtroom Testimony, 28 PaC. L. J. 3, 29 (1996).

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are some of the 
specific factors and interviewing techniques that might be “suggestible” to a youth witness?” The 
trainer should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

•	 The youth’s testimony may be irreparably tainted by the suggestivity of multiple interviews and interro-
gations of the complainant by adults. A youth’s ability to recall events correctly can be lost in a succes-
sion of interviews, often starting with a family member and concluding with a law enforcement officer, 
victims’ advocate, or prosecutor. Preschool children are particularly suggestible. 
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•	 There are a number of interviewing techniques that can render an investigative interview coercive or 
suggestive. For example:

 ° Interviewer having preconceived notions about events that occurred

 ° Outside influences on the youth’s answers (e.g., parental/guardian influences – youth saying what 
he or she thinks parents/guardians want to hear)

 ° Interviewer presuming that the accused is guilty

 ° Use of leading questions

 ° Subtle suggestions

 ° The status of the interviewer as a trusted authority figure

 ° Repetition of questions, particularly where questions suggest information to the youth

a. Studies suggest that when a youth is asked the same question more than once, the youth as-
sumes they gave the “wrong” answer the first time. See Myers et al., supra, at 23.  

 ° Interviewer criticizing the accused

 ° Use of bribes, threats, rewards, peer pressure, or other inducements to get the youth to answer 
questions (e.g., “Are you hungry? Tell me what happened and I’ll get you ice cream.”)

 ° Multiple interviews

 ° Failure to videotape or document the interview sessions

 ° Use of anatomically correct dolls diagnostically, rather than demonstratively 

•	 The interviewer’s questions should build on information already provided spontaneously by the youth. 
Questions should not introduce new information that has not previously mentioned by the 
youth. See id. at 17.  

•	 The defender should consider the absence of spontaneous recall by the youth when reviewing inter-
views of the complainant.

•	 Internal Factors Leading to Suggestibility (Independent of Interviewing Techniques)

 ° Expectations

 ° Stereotypes 

 ° Social demands 

 ° Inability to understand lying

 ° Efforts to please loved ones
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C. Cross-Examining the Youth Witness3 

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are some good 
strategies for cross-examining a youth witness? Do you want to be aggressive or gentle?” The trainer 
should then use the techniques mentioned in the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

•	 The defender should question the youth witness in a slow and friendly manner.  

•	 The defender should use simple language and ask short, direct questions. Good questions are kept to 
five-word sentences so the youth will be able to understand.  

•	 The questioning should seem more inquisitive and conversational in tone. The defender will want the 
youth to feel at ease and not threatened.  

•	 The defender’s goal on cross-examination should be to simply establish a contradiction of fact to under-
mine the youth’s credibility. It is generally not wise for the defender to be aggressive, attack the youth 
on the stand, or blatantly accuse a youth of lying.  

•	 Contrary to the general rules of cross-examination, the defender should be careful not to ask leading 
questions when cross-examining young witnesses in a sex case.  If the defender leads, it is difficult to 
argue that leading questions during the law enforcement interviews were not appropriate.  

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are some pos-
sible lines of cross-examination or themes to explore on cross-examination of a youth witness?” The 
trainer should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

•	 Sample Goal (or Chapter) Headings for Cross-Examination

 ° Failure to tell parents/guardians

 ° Failure to tell teachers

 ° The story keeps getting bigger and bigger

 ° Motive to lie

a. To get out of trouble

b. To get revenge

c. To get out of the house 

d. Was cheating on boyfriend/girlfriend

e. Afraid to blame the actual molester/abuser

 ° Pressure or suggestions from parent/guardian, teacher, police

 ° Promises/Bribes/Inducements from parent/guardian, teacher, or police who wanted youth to talk 

 ° Parent’s/guardian’s dislike for accused youth before youth was accused

 ° Absence of physical evidence of injury

3 Much of the following material was drawn from John Erik Thompson’s Institute for Psychological Therapies article entitled Cross-examination of Child Witnesses, 5 Inst. foR 
PsyCHol. tHeRaPIes J. (1993), http://ipt-forensics.com/journal/volume5/j5_1_7.htm.
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 ° Failure to recall details about the assault

 ° Absence of apparent emotional expression after the assault

 ° Inconsistent statements

D. Opposing Closed Circuit Testimony

•	 Some jurisdictions allow a youth witness to testify at trial by means of closed-circuit television. The 
purpose of permitting such testimony is to reduce the trauma purportedly experienced by youth victims 
when they testify about what happened to them. Visit http://www.ndaa.org/pdf/CCTV%20June%20
2010.pdf  for a recent list of Closed Circuit Television Statutes, published by the National District At-
torneys Association.  

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What are the prob-
lems with closed circuit testimony? Why should the juvenile defender object to this practice?” The 
defender should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

•	 When the prosecution makes a request that the youth witness testify via closed circuit television, the 
defender should oppose on the following bases:

 ° Pursuant to the Sixth Amendment of the Constitution, the youth is entitled to observe the complain-
ant testify against him or her, absent the prosecution’s showing at a hearing compelling reason to 
deny full confrontation. U.s. Const. aMend. vI. See also U.S. Const. aMend. V (due process) & VI (fair 
trial); Coy v. Iowa, 487 U.S. 1012, 1016 (1988) (courts “have never doubted . . . that the Confrontation 
Clause guarantees the defender a face-to-face meeting with witnesses appearing before the trier of 
fact.”).

 ° The youth witness may feel differently when testifying in front of the person they are accusing. It 
is more difficult to tell a lie about a person who is sitting right in front of you. Coy v. Iowa, 487 U.S. 
1012 at 1019.  See Maryland v. Craig, 497 U.S. 836, 845 (1990) (“face-to-face confrontation en-
hances the accuracy of fact-finding by reducing the risk that a witness will wrongfully implicate an 
innocent person.”).

•	 Evidentiary Hearing Required: The court must hear evidence and determine whether closed circuit 
television testimony would protect the welfare of the youth witness, and whether the youth witness 
would be traumatized by the presence of the accused juvenile. The distress suffered by the youth witness 
must be more than de minimis (e.g. nervousness and reluctance to testify is not enough). Maryland v. Craig, 
497 U.S. 836 at 855-56. Failure to hold an evidentiary hearing may be grounds for reversal.  
See also Hoversten v. Iowa, 998 F.2d 614 (8th Cir. 1993) (upholding district court’s grant of habeas corpus 
relief where state trial court failed to hold “pretrial hearing envisioned by Craig and make proper specific 
findings”); Cumbie v. Singletary, 991 F.2d 715 (11th Cir. 1993) (granting habeas corpus relief where state 
trial court failed to make findings sufficient to defeat defendant’s rights to face-to-face confrontation).  

•	 The prosecution must prove that trauma to the youth witness would impair the witness’ ability to 
communicate on the stand – thus, in some circumstances the minimization of trauma can heighten the 
ultimate reliability of the youth’s testimony. See Maryland v. Craig, 497 U.S. at 856 (listing cases). If the 
youth is traumatized, yet is still able to effectively communicate, then the youth must testify in front of 
the accused.  
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VI. Use of Experts in Sex Cases4 

A. Expert Assistance for the Defense 

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “How can an expert be 
useful in a juvenile sex offense case?” The defender should then use the following Training Notes to 
guide the discussion.  

•	 Roles of an Expert in Sex Offense Cases

 ° It is helpful for the defender to obtain the assistance of an expert, not only to provide testimony in 
the defense case, but ALSO to:

a. Assist in evaluating the case and developing a trial strategy;

b. Conduct a clinical assessment of the complainant;

c. Write an expert report mapping out the issues and arguments the defender should make; and

d. Prepare for cross-examination of the complainant or other expert witnesses.

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “In your experience 
as a defender, what types of expert assistance might you need in juvenile sex offense cases?” The 
trainer should then use the following Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

•	 Eyewitness Expert

 ° In cases where the complainant and the youth were strangers to one another, and misidentification 
is a strong defense, the defender should consider consulting and retaining an expert on eyewitness 
reliability. See, e.g., Benn v. United States, 978 A.2d 1257 (D.C. 2009).

•	 DNA Expert 

 ° DNA left at a crime scene is used to match a suspect to the DNA sample and to locate a suspect by 
running the sample through a DNA database (“cold hit”). The technology and methods used in DNA 
analysis are complicated and challenging, making expert advice and testimony particularly helpful for 
defenders. The expert can explain the evidence and help the defender develop the theory of the case.  

 ° There are two types of DNA experts:  

a. Consultant: A consultant reviews the DNA evidence, advises the defender and may ultimately 
testify in court. The consultant’s most important function is to interpret the evidence for the 
defender in preparation for trial. DNA evidence is a “subjective” science, meaning that the same 
evidence can be interpreted in different ways, and the potential for bias is present.  

b. Independent Tester: The defender may want to have the DNA evidence independently tested 
by his or her own expert. In some jurisdictions, a defendant has the right to independently test 
biological material that allegedly connects them to the crime. See, e.g., The Innocence Protection 
Act, d.C. Code § 22-4132(b)(1)-(2) (2001). 

4 Much of the following material was drawn from Kimberly A. Lonsway’s publication entitled tHe Use of exPeRt WItnesses In Cases Involve sexUal assaUlt. vIolenCe agaInst WoMen 
onlIne ResoURCes (2005), available at http://www.mincava.umn.edu/documents/commissioned/svandexpertwitnesses/svandexpertwitnesses.html.
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 ° Considerations for Independent Testing:

a. How will independent testing affect the prosecution’s case? 

i. Will the prosecution learn what the defense is testing? 

ii. Will the prosecution do additional testing of untested material?

iii. Will you use material already tested by the prosecution or unanalyzed material?

b. What laboratory to use

i. The defender should use a facility that has a good reputation and is willing to sign a con-
fidentiality agreement. The lab should be prohibited from using the client’s profile and the 
results in their research.

ii. The defender should also get a copy of the lab’s protocols.

•	 Psychologists and Psychiatrists

 ° A psychologist or psychiatrist may be helpful in addressing issues involving:

a. Competency of youth witness to testify

b. Suggestibility of youth witnesses 

c. False confessions by the child or adolescent client

d. Youth’s competency to waive Miranda 

e. Youth’s competency to stand trial 

f. Sexual norms and normative adolescent behavior (relevant to actions of both youth and complainant)

Note To Trainer The trainer should consult the Training Notes that follow for a more extensive discussion on 
normative adolescent behavior.

g. Youth’s competency to form intent

h. Youth’s amenability to treatment in Juvenile Court (to avoid transfer to adult criminal court)

i. Trauma associated with transfer to adult court or jail

j. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (“PTSD”) (e.g., to rebut complainant’s claim of suffering from PTSD)

k. Mitigation testimony at disposition (including evidence of PTSD of young client who was sexually 
abused himself/herself)

 ° The defense may also use psychologists or psychiatrists to testify about the special behaviors of sexual 
assault victims that are considered “unusual” or contradict claims of assault. Behaviors may include:

a. Failure to resist during the assault

b. Absence of physical evidence of injury
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c. Delay in reporting to police or family and friends

d. Failure to recall or deliberate omission of details about the assault

e. Inability to identify the perpetrator

f. Denying or minimizing the assault to family and friends

g. Absence of apparent emotional expression after the assault

h. Loss of memory for events that occurred before the assault

i. Inconsistent statements

j. Having a relationship with the perpetrator before the assault

k. Blaming oneself for the assault

l. Recanting

Note To Trainer These are all possible lines of cross-examination of the complainant in the sex case. 

B. Expert Assistance for the Prosecution

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage the participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What ex-
perts is the state likely to call in a sex case?” The trainer should then use the notes that follow 
to guide the discussion.  

•	 Most experts who testify in sex offense cases for the prosecution are medical professionals such as 
physicians or S.A.N.E. nurses (sexual assault nurse examiners).  

•	 Medical Professionals

 ° Medical professionals such as physicians and S.A.N.E. nurses usually provide testimony describing 
the process of examining the complainant, observations made, and their conclusions.  

 ° The examiner will usually state whether his or her findings were consistent with the complainant’s ver-
sions of events. However, the defender should be ready to object to testimony that exceeds the proper 
bounds of the expert testimony. For example, generally, the only appropriate conclusion an examiner 
can make is whether there was evidence of sexual contact and/or recent trauma. The defender should 
object when the examiner offers a conclusion as to whether the contact was consensual or the degree 
of force used during the assault. The defender should be familiar with the local statutes, rules, and 
case law regarding the scope and limits of expert testimony in the local jurisdiction.  

 ° The defender should be clear about whether the prosecution is calling a medical professional to give 
factual testimony, expert testimony, or both. If the medical professional is the first medical respond-
er, then he or she is likely to give factual testimony. The mere examination of the complainant does 
not turn the doctor or nurse into an expert. The witness must also meet the necessary qualifications 
in the field to be recognized as an expert. In closing, the defender should emphasize that although 
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the medical professional was qualified as an expert, he or she is not inherently more credible than any 
other witness when it comes to his or her testimony about the facts surrounding his or her examination. 

•	 Law Enforcement Experts

 ° Law enforcement officers with a background in sexual assault cases may be used as expert witness-
es to make sense of the complainant’s behaviors. They are also used to testify about sexual assault 
perpetrators and their motivations and methods used to identify potential victims.  

 ° Law enforcement can also explain how evidence is generally collected and analyzed in sex cases.

•	 Victim’s Advocates

 ° Victim’s advocates testify about the common reactions of sexual assault victims, based on profes-
sional experience.

 ° The defender should try to undermine the credibility of the advocate’s testimony based on bias, given 
that it is his or her stated mission to work on the behalf of victims.

C. Locating and Hiring an Expert

Note To Trainer For more information on locating and hiring expert witnesses, the trainer should consult the 
Experts lesson.  

•	 Defenders should educate themselves on the relevant field before they hire an expert.  

•	 To generate a list of possible experts, the defender should consult with colleagues, university profes-
sors, professional associations, other experts, and authors of publications that are relevant to the 
particular field.  

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage the participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What factors 
should you consider in deciding which expert to hire within an identified field of expertise?” The 
trainer should then use the notes that follow to guide the discussion.

•	 Considerations when hiring an expert:

 ° Qualifications

a. The expert should have very high qualifications compared to other potential experts in the case. 
It is useful for the defender to compare the expert’s qualifications to the opposing side’s expert.  

b. The defender should attempt to understand credentials that are considered prestigious in the 
particular field for which they are seeking an expert (e.g., DNA, sexual assault, etc.).  

 ° Vulnerability

a. The defender should consider whether opposing counsel could use anything to attack the expert 
on the stand. For instance, the defender should make sure that the expert’s curriculum vitae (CV) 
is accurate and truthful by verifying all information in the CV.
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 ° Personality

a. The expert should be likeable and seem credible to the fact-finder.

 ° Ability to Explain

a. The expert should be able to explain complex science in layman’s terms.  

 ° Courtroom Experience

a. It is preferable if the expert has testified in other delinquency or criminal cases to show that he 
or she has qualified as an expert in the past.  

b. The defender should also consider the expert’s fee for testimony and how often he or she has 
testified for the prosecution. The defender does not want the expert to seem like a hired gun, so 
it is preferable if he or she has also testified for the prosecution in the past. 

VII. Mitigation and Disposition

Note To Trainer

If there are time constraints, the trainer should skip ahead and teach only Sections E and F, 
Evaluations and Treatment respectively. The trainer should provide participants with the Mitiga-
tion and Disposition Handout, which contains the information in Sections A-D and G of the 
Training Notes, and advise them to review the handout after the training.               

A. Juveniles Are Different from Adults

•	 There are developmental differences between youth and adults who commit sex offenses, meaning that 
entirely different rehabilitation and treatment options may be available and appropriate for youth.5 

•	 Recidivism rates for juvenile sex offenders also differ from adult sex offenders.  While adults are much 
more likely to reoffend in the future, youth who commit sex crimes are less likely to be a danger with 
proper treatment.6 

•	 The types of sexual offenses youth engage in also often differ from those in which adults engage. For 
example, many juvenile sex offense cases involve consensual sex between teenagers where one youth 
is a certain number of years younger than the other. Often referred to as “Romeo and Juliet” cases, 
these cases are typical manifestations of adolescent experimentation.

•	 Notwithstanding these differences, these types of juvenile sexual offenses are often equated with adult 
behavior, especially in jurisdictions where juvenile cases are waived or automatically transferred to 
adult criminal court.7 Congress and state legislators have also adopted policies that apply their adult sex 
offender registration and notification laws to juveniles, regardless of whether they were adjudicated in 
the privacy of juvenile court.8 

5 See CtR. foR sex offendeR MgMt. tRaInIng CURRICUlUM, seCtIon 7: tHe legal and legIslatIve ResPonse (hereinafter legal and legIslatIve ResPonse), available at http://www.csom.org/train/
juvenile/7/outline.htm; Suzanne Jenkins, An Argument for Early and Appropriate Intervention with Juvenile Sexual Offenders, 6 PsyCHIatRy, PsyCHol. & l. 79, 88 (1999).
6 See Jenkins, supra note 5.  
7 JUstICe PolICy Inst., faCt sHeet, tHe negatIve IMPaCt of RegIstRIes on yoUtH: WHy aRe yoUtH dIffeRent fRoM adUlts?  (2008), http://www.justicepolicy.org/images/upload/08-08_FAC_SOR-
NAKidsAreDifferent_JJ.pdf; Angela McGowad et al., Effects on Violence of Laws and Policies Facilitating the Transfer of Juveniles from the Juvenile Justice System to the Adult 
Justice System: A Systematic Review, 32 aM. J. PRev. Med. S7, S8 (2007).
8 See legal and legIslatIve ResPonse, supra note 5.  
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B. Common and Uncommon Sexual Behaviors in Youth9 

•	 According to research, there are some typical sexual behaviors exhibited in boys and girls between the 
ages of 2 and 12 years old. See William N. Friedrich et al., Normative Sexual Behavior in Children, 88 
PedIatRICs 456 (1991). The chart below lists commonly observed or reported sexual behavior by parents of 
preschool and school-age children:

COMMON SEXUAL BEHAVIORS
Ages 2-6 Ages 7-12

Do not have a strong sense of modesty, enjoy 
own nudity

Sexual play with children they know, such as playing “doctor”

Use elimination words with peers Interested in sexual content in media (TV, movies, radio)

May explore body differences between girls and boys Touch own genitals at home, in private

Curious about sexual and genital parts Look at nude pictures 

Touch their private parts, even in public Interested in the opposite sex 

Exhibit sex play with peers and siblings; playing 
“doctor”

Shy about undressing

Experience pleasure from touching their genitals Shy around strange men

Removing clothes and wanting to be naked Attempting to watch other people when they are naked or 
undressing 

Looking at other people when they are naked or 
undressing (e.g., bathroom)

Mimicking dating behavior (e.g., kissing, holding 
hands)

**nat’l. CtR. on sexUal BeHavIoR of yoUtH, faCt sHeet, sexUal develoPMent & sexUal BeHavIoR PRoBleMs In CHIldRen age 2-12; tHe nat’l. CHIld tRaUMatIC stRess netWoRk, sexUal develoP-
Ment and BeHavIoR In CHIldRen (2009).

•	 Research has also described uncommon and more inappropriate sexual behaviors in boys and girls 
between the ages of 2 and 12 years old. See id. The chart below lists uncommon sexual behaviors 
observed or reported by parents of pre-school and school-age children:

9 Much of the following material was drawn from the nat’l. CtR. on sexUal BeHavIoR of yoUtH, faCt sHeet, sexUal develoPMent & sexUal BeHavIoR PRoBleMs In CHIldRen age 2-12.
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INFREQUENT SEXUAL BEHAVIORS AGES 2-12 
Puts mouth on sex parts 

Asks to engage in sex acts 

Puts objects in rectum or vagina 

Imitates intercourse 

Masturbates with objects 

Undresses other people 

Touches others’ sex parts after being told not to 

Asks to watch sexually explicit television 

Touches adults’ sex parts 

Makes sexual sounds
**nat’l. CtR. on sexUal BeHavIoR of yoUtH, faCt sHeet, sexUal develoPMent & sexUal BeHavIoR PRoBleMs 
In CHIldRen age 2-12.

C. Sexual Play and Problematic Sexual Behavior10 

•	 There is a continuum of sexual behaviors developed and accepted by professionals in the field. Behav-
iors range from “sexual play” to more problematic sexual behavior described below. See tonI CavanagH 
JoHnson, UndeRstandIng CHIldRen’s sexUal BeHavIoRs: WHat Is natURal and HealtHy (1998).

•	 Sexual Play

 ° Exploratory and spontaneous; 

 ° Occurs intermittently and by mutual agreement; 

 ° Occurs with youth of similar age, size or developmental level, such as siblings, cousins, or peers; 

 ° Not associated with high levels of fear, anger, or anxiety; 

 ° Decreases when told by caregivers to stop; and 

 ° Can be controlled by increased supervision. 

•	 Problematic Sexual Behavior11 

 ° Happens repetitively, such as compulsive masturbation

a. Example: Youth repeatedly masturbating in school or in other public places

 ° Happens between youth who are either strangers or do not know each other well

a. Example: Girl shows her genitals to a new youth during school  

 ° Happens with such frequency that it interferes with normal childhood activities

a. Example: Girl has to be removed from a recreation team because she keeps touching the other 
players’ private parts  

10 Much of the following material was drawn from the natIonal CenteR on sexUal BeHavIoR of yoUtH, faCt sHeet, sexUal develoPMent & sexUal BeHavIoR PRoBleMs In CHIldRen age 2-12.
11 daRlene koRdICH Hall et al., tHe develoPMent of sexUal BeHavIoR PRoBleMs In CHIldRen and yoUtH (1996).
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 ° Happens between children of different ages, sizes, and development levels

a. Example: 11-year-old boy is “playing doctor” with a 3-year-old girl 

 ° The behavior is aggressive, forced, or coerced

a. Example: An 11-year-old threatens a 6-year-old and makes him touch his penis 

 ° The behavior does not decrease in frequency after the youth is told to stop

 ° The behavior causes harm to the youth or others 

a. Example: A youth causes physical injury, such as bruising, redness or abrasions on himself/her-
self or another child, or causes another child to be highly upset or fearful

D. Normal Sexual Desire and Behaviors Among Adolescents12 

•	 Adolescent Sexual Desire

 ° Although youth may report a surge in sexual desire during puberty, influenced in part by hormonal 
changes, it may be better to understand adolescent sexual desire as developing from a gradual 
interplay of erotic and social experience during childhood and adolescence. 

 ° Girls are more likely than boys to think of sexual desire within the context of romantic relationships, 
as a way of expressing love or commitment. 

a. However, in later adolescence, as girls mature and gain more experience, they may not feel the 
need to justify their sexual desires by placing them in the context of an intimate relationship.

•	 Adolescent Motivations for Sexual Activity

 ° Curiosity and experimentation is often a motivating factor in adolescent sexual experiences, as 
youth are inundated with cues from parents/guardians, peers, and the media that they are now 
expected to desire and seek sexual activity.

 ° Social status is also an important motivator for engaging in sexual activity in adolescence, as it may 
indicate attainment of adult sexual status.

a. For example, among girls, the popularity and perceived maturity that may come with sexual activ-
ity often occurs within the context of “having a boyfriend” and/or “being in love.”

 ° Boys report more self-focused reasons for their desire to engage in sex such as curiosity, pleasure, 
and to feel loved.

a. As boys mature socially and emotionally, they become more interested in expressing sexual 
desire within the context of intimate relationships.

•	 Normal Adolescent Sexual Behavior

 ° About 1/3 of adolescents report experiencing sexual intercourse by the start of high school, although 
racial and ethnic groups vary in the average first age.

 ° Close to 70% of adolescents report experiencing sexual intercourse by the age of 18. 

12 This material was primarily drawn from lIsa M. dIaMond & RItCH C. savIn-WIllIaMs, Adolescent Sexuality, in HandBook of adolesCent PsyCHology volUMe 1: IndIvIdUal Bases of adoles-
Cent develoPMent (Richard M. Lerner & Laurence Steinberg eds., 3rd ed. 2009).
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 ° Most studies show that sexual activity in adolescence does not generally result in psychological 
difficulties or trauma, particularly when the activity starts after age 16.

a. However, there is some evidence that indicates adolescents who initiate sexual activity at age 
15 or younger may have a more troubled developmental history. Often problem behaviors pre-
date their first sexual encounter and are not necessarily the cause of it.13 

•	 Impact of Early or Late Maturation (Particularly for Girls)

Note To Trainer

The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “In your own 
common observations, what happens to boys and girls who mature physically earlier or later 
than other youth their age?” The trainer should then use the following Training Notes to guide 
the discussion.  

 ° Both early and late maturers are treated differently by others and view themselves differently.  

 ° An adolescent who appears physically mature in court may be immature in cognitive, social, and 
moral development. As a result, judgments regarding intellectual ability and other characteristics of 
individual adolescents should not be based on physical appearance. 

Boys: 

 ° Early maturation is associated with popularity, higher self-esteem, and self-confidence, as well as 
problem behavior such as delinquency. 

 ° Late maturation is associated with lower self-esteem.

Girls: 

 ° Early maturation is associated with higher rates of problem behavior, psychological distress, emotional 
difficulties, and body dissatisfaction. Early maturing girls may spend more time with older boys.

E. Evaluations: The Pros and Cons 

•	 Psychosexual evaluations 

 ° On occasion, a probation officer, prosecutor, or judge will request or order that a psychosexual evalu-
ation be conducted on the youth when trial is pending.  The juvenile defender should object to these 
pretrial evaluations.

Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “On what grounds 
may you object to a psychosexual evaluation before trial?” The trainer should then use the fol-
lowing Training Notes to guide the discussion.  

 ° In most cases, the defender should assert his or her client’s Fifth Amendment privilege. Even if the 
youth does not admit to the charged offense during the evaluation, he or she may provide informa-
tion about his or her family background that may cause the judge and others to assume that the 
youth engaged in sexual abuse. Negative family background information might include exposure to 
sexuality and/or violence, early childhood experiences (e.g., sexual victimization), exposure to child 

13 Melanie J. Zimmer-Gembeck & Mark Helfand, Ten Years of Longitudinal Research on U.S. Adolescent Sexual Behavior:  Developmental Correlates of Sexual Intercourse, and 
the Importance of Age, Gender and Ethnic Background, 28  develoPMental Rev. 153 (2008).
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pornography and advertising, substance abuse, heightened arousal to children, and exposure to ag-
gressive role models/family violence.

 ° The defender should argue that the client is innocent until proven guilty and that an evaluation is 
intrusive and involves very private information. 

 ° The evaluation also creates a record that could follow the youth even if he or she is found not guilty.

 ° Even if the testing is ordered after adjudication, the defender should carefully prepare the youth and 
his or her family for the interview so that the youth does not admit to additional offenses or provide 
information to suggest that he or she is a life-long predator.

 ° The defender may want to consider an ex parte hearing to request funds for a defense expert to 
conduct an evaluation. Results from a defense-initiated evaluation would not be disclosed to others 
unless and until the defender deemed it appropriate.  

F. Treatment  

•	 Asserting the Fifth Amendment Privilege 

 ° Sex offender treatment often requires the offender to admit his or her wrongdoing. For the rea-
sons stated above, the defender should object to any sex offender groups and treatment ordered 
before trial.

 ° If the youth is sent to treatment after adjudication, the defender should encourage the youth to be 
open and to participate fully; however, the youth should be cautioned about admitting to previously 
undisclosed and uncharged misconduct. While openness is a part of treatment, admission of other 
unknown crimes may result in re-arrest and new charges.

 ° The defender should contact individual programs and research program policies to determine the scope 
and extent of the confidentiality policy. The defender should object to participation in programs that 
automatically disclose everything the youth says in treatment to court officials. The defender may argue 
that such a policy interferes with treatment and hinders open and honest communication.  

•	 Successful Treatment Options14 

Where treatment is ordered for an adjudicated client, the defender should investigate the most produc-
tive and least destructive options. A good treatment provider focuses on:

 ° Establishing positive self-esteem and pride in one’s cultural heritage.

 ° Teaching and clarifying values as they relate to respect for self and others and a commitment to stop 
interpersonal violence. The treatment should include a discussion of healthy masculine and feminine 
identity, egalitarian male-female relationships, and a respect for cultural diversity.

 ° Sex education and understanding healthy human sexuality and the correction of distorted beliefs 
about appropriate sexual behavior.

 ° Enhancing social skills to promote greater self-confidence and social competency.

 ° Teaching impulse control and coping skills needed to successfully manage sexual and aggressive impulses.

14 JoHn a. HUnteR, UndeRstandIng JUvenIle sex offendeRs: ReseaRCH fIndIngs and gUIdelInes foR effeCtIve ManageMent and tReatMent (2000).
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 ° Teaching assertiveness skills and conflict resolution to manage anger and resolve interpersonal disputes.

 ° Providing programming designed to enhance empathy and promote a greater appreciation for the 
negative impact of sexual abuse on victims and their families. 

 ° Teaching relapse prevention. This includes teaching offenders to understand the cycle of thoughts, 
feelings, and events that can trigger sexual acting-out; identify environmental circumstances and 
thinking patterns that should be avoided because they increase the risk of re-offending; and identify 
and practice coping and self-control skills necessary for successful behavior management.

a. NOTE: The defender should also make sure that the treatment ordered is appropriate given the 
nature of the client’s offense. A client adjudicated for statutory rape involving consensual sex 
with a youth two to three years younger arguably needs little-to-no treatment, whereas a client 
who was himself/herself sexually abused and is adjudicated for violent sexual assault may need 
more intensive treatment.

G. Recidivism

•	 There’s “no compelling evidence to suggest that the majority of juvenile sex offenders are likely to be-
come adult sex offenders . . . juveniles who engage in sexual aggression frequently cease such behavior 
by the time they reach adulthood.” JoHn a. HUnteR, UndeRstandIng JUvenIle sex offendeRs: ReseaRCH fIndIngs 
and gUIdelInes foR effeCtIve ManageMent and tReatMent  (2000) (citing a study done by the Charlottesville, 
Virginia: Institute of Law, Psychiatry, & Public Policy, University of Virginia).

•	 Juveniles who participate in treatment programs have sexual recidivism rates that range between 7% 
and 13% over follow-up periods of two to five years. Research indicates that recidivism for nonsexual 
offenses is much higher among juveniles (25–50%). Id. 

•	 Youths participating in treatment have lower recidivism rates than either adult sex offenders or untreat-
ed juvenile sex offenders. An analysis of eight separate studies found that while adults had re-offend 
rates that averaged 13%, juveniles who participated in offense-specific treatment had a recidivism rate 
that averaged 7.1% in a 3- to 5-year follow-up.15  A large-scale study that examined data from across 
Canada, found that only 5% of youths who underwent treatment were charged with another sexual of-
fense within six years, compared to 18% of the youths who did not participate in treatment.16 

VIII. Sex Offender Registration Requirements

Note To Trainer
If there are time constraints, the trainer may skip this section and distribute copies of the local 
in-state registration requirements to participants. The trainer should instruct participants to 
review the requirements on their own time after the training.

A. The Emergence of Sex Offender Registration Laws

•	 Sex offender registration and notification statutes expanded rapidly in the 1980s and 1990s after a 
number of highly publicized cases of sexual crime sparked public outcry.17  The most commonly recog-
nized cases of child sexual assault were of eleven-year-old Jacob Wetterling and seven-year-old Megan 

15 See James R. Worling, Personality-Based Typology of Adolescent Male Sexual Offenders: Differences in Recidivism Rates, Victim-Selection Characteristics, and Personal 
Victimization Histories, 13 sexUal aBUse 149 (2001); Margaret Alexander, Sexual Offender Treatment Efficacy Revisited, 11 sexUal aBUse 101 (1999).
16 See gaIl Ryan, nat’l. adolesCent PeRPetRatIon netWoRk, faCt sHeet: ReCIdIvIsM and tReatMent effeCtIveness of yoUtH WHo sexUally aBUse (2000).
17 See CtR. foR sex offendeR MgMt., tRaInIng CURRICUlUM, seCtIon 7: tHe legal and legIslatIve ResPonse 1, available at http://www.csom.org/train/juvenile/7/outline.htm.
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Kanka. Megan Kanka’s death, in particular, started a campaign for community notification legislation 
that founded “Megan’s Law” in the state of New Jersey in 1995.  

•	 Jacob Wetterling’s tragedy initiated the Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children and Sexual Violent 
Offender Registration Act in 1994, 42 U.S.C. § 14071 (2009), where Congress required that all states 
create a registry for convicted sex offenders.  President Clinton later signed a 1996 amendment, imple-
menting Megan’s Law as a national standard and requiring that all states have a community notification 
procedure for sex offenders.18 

•	 The Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act (SORNA) of the Adam Walsh Child Protection and 
Safety Act of 2006, is the most recent sex offender law to pass.  This Act requires that there be a na-
tional registry for sex offenders who are fourteen years old and above who were convicted of a serious 
sexual offense.19 

•	 The goals of this policy were to: (1) create a deterrent to future sex offenders; (2) decrease incidents 
of sex offending; (3) increase law enforcement and create accessible information on the whereabouts 
of convicted sex offenders; and (4) provide information to the public on sex offenders in their neighbor-
hoods so that they may be better able to protect their children.20 

B. Implications of the Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act (SORNA)21 

•	 State Statutes

Note To Trainer The trainer should distribute and discuss in-state registration requirements for the local jurisdiction.  

 ° Some states require registration for many more types of “sex offenses” than required under SORNA.

•	 SORNA

 ° SORNA indicates that a conviction includes delinquency adjudications if the offender is age 14 or 
older at the time of the offense and the offense adjudicated was comparable or more severe 
than the aggravated sexual abuse (as described in 18 U.S.C. § 2241 (2007)) or was an attempt or 
conspiracy to commit such an offense. 42 U.S.C. § 16911(8) (2006).  

 ° The Department of Justice says: “it is sufficient . . . to require registration for (roughly speaking) ju-
veniles at least age 14 who are adjudicated delinquent for offenses equivalent to rape or attempted 
rape, but not for those adjudicated delinquent for lesser sexual assaults or nonviolent sexual con-
duct.” The National Guidelines for Sex Offender Registration and Notification, 73 Fed. Reg. 38030, 
38030 (July 2, 2008).

 ° Sexual acts for juvenile registration only include genital or anal penetration or any oral-genital/anal 
contact. See 18 U.S.C. § 2246(2) (1998) for definitions of sexual act.  See also U.s. deP’t. of JUstICe, 
offICe of JUstICe PRogRaMs, JUvenIle offendeRs ReqUIRed to RegIsteR UndeR soRna: a faCt sHeet, http://
www.ojp.usdoj.gov/smart/pdfs/factsheet_sorna_juvenile.pdf  (last visited June 11, 2012).

18 Id. at 5.
19 Id. at 6.  More detailed information on the Adam Walsh Act may be found at http://www.govtrack.us/congress/billtext.xpd?bill=h109-4472.  
20 Id. at 5-6.
21 Much of the following information was drawn from the Cook County Public Defender’s presentation entitled The Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act’s Sex Offender 
Registration & Notification Act (SORNA) (Sept. 11, 2009).  
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 ° Sex acts with complainants below the age of 12 are considered a registerable offense, even where 
there is no overt violence or coercion involved. See 18 U.S.C. § 2241(c). However, consensual “sex 
play” where the delinquent is a youth and is not far in age from the alleged victim do not implicate 
SORNA’s public safety objectives. The National Guidelines for Sex Offender Registration and Notifi-
cation, 73 Fed. Reg. 38030 at 38040-41.

 ° Juveniles meeting the requirements are subject to full registration and notification after adjudica-
tion. 42 U.S.C. § 16911 (8). 

 ° Failure to register is a federal criminal offense. Id. at § 16913(e).

 ° Registration is offense-based, eliminating judicial discretion and risk assessment.

 ° Registration under the Act does apply retroactively.

a. This is limited to juveniles who committed offenses after July 26, 2006, and are either:

i. Confined or under supervision for the sex offense or any offense at the time the Adam Walsh 
Act was enacted in their state;

ii. Already subject to a pre-existing sex offender registration requirement when the Adam 
Walsh Act was enacted in their state; or

iii. Re-enter the justice system for a conviction or adjudication of some other offense (sex of-
fense or not).  

 ° Requirements of registration and community notification are broad.

a. The requirements of public registration and community notification ignore juvenile confidentiality 
rules applied in juvenile court. The following information must be made public:

i. Name; address; employer’s address; school address; license plate number; physical descrip-
tion and current photograph; text of the sex offense charged.

b. The following may be notified under the community notification requirements:

i. Where the juvenile resides, works, and goes to school

ii. Notification to local law enforcement and probation

iii. Public housing

iv. Neighboring schools

v. Agencies that conduct background checks

vi. Child welfare agencies

vii. Any organization or individual who requests such information

 ° Registered offenders are now searchable with the creation of a national online registry.  
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C. Tier Registration under SORNA

•	 There are three tiers of registration:  

 ° Tier III22 

a. By definition, an adjudication of delinquency for an offense comparable to 18 U.S.C. § 2241 
(2007) will result in a Tier III registration classification. 42 U.S.C. § 16915(4).

b. Juveniles under Tier III (the most serious sex offenders) face lifetime registration and notification. 
Id. at § 16915(a)(3).

c. NOTE: Juveniles may petition to reduce registration after having a clean record for 25 years.  

 ° Tier II23 

a. Registration is required for 25 years. Tier II offenses are listed in the statute 42 U.S.C. § 16911(3). 

 ° Tier I24 

a. Registration is required for 15 years. Id. at § 16911(2). A registrant may be able to reduce the 
period by five years if he or she maintains a clean record for 10 years. 42. U.S.C. § 16915.

D. Mandatory In-Person Reporting

•	 Under SORNA, mandatory in-person reporting is required for all registrants. Id. at § 16916.  

 ° Tier III Registrants: Must verify registration information in-person every three months (including 
juvenile registrants).

 ° Tier II Registrants: Must verify registration information in-person every six months.

 ° Tier I Registrants: Must verify registration information in-person annually.

E. Differences Across Jurisdictions

•	 At least 20 states have a process in place allowing youth to end their registration responsibilities 
after a certain amount of time following their conviction.25  Other states have a petition procedure 
where youth may seek relief from the court after they have successfully proven to be crime-free and 
are stable in the community.26 

22 Convictions with an element involving a sexual act/sexual contact that is not Tier II or I. Tier III offenses include engaging in a sexual act with another by force or threat; engag-
ing in a sexual act with another who has been rendered unconscious or involuntarily drugged, or who is otherwise incapable of appraising the nature of the conduct or declining 
to participate; engaging in a sexual act with a child under the age of 12; sexual touching of or contact with the intimate parts of the body, either directly or through the clothing, 
where the victim is under 13; or kidnapping of a minor (unless committed by a parent or guardian).
23 Offenses involving the use of minors in prostitution and inchoate or preparatory offenses (including attempts, conspiracies and solicitations); offenses against minors involving 
sexual contact, including attempts, conspiracies and solicitations; offenses involving use of a minor in a sexual performance; and offenses involving the production or distribution 
of child pornography. It also includes a Tier I recidivist where the current sex offense is punishable by more than one year of confinement.
24 Tier I is a residual class that dictates the registration requirements for an individual who was convicted of any sex offense, but does not satisfy the criteria for Tier II or Tier 
III. 42 U.S.C. § 16911(2). The Walsh Act’s SORNA expands the definition of “sex offense” to include any “criminal offense that has an element involving a sexual act or sexual 
contact with another. Id. at § 16911(5)(A)(i). It also includes a Tier II recidivist where the current sex offense is punishable by more than one year of confinement. Id. at § 16911(4)
25 Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Ohio, Oklahoma, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, 
South Dakota, Texas, Washington. See Legal and Legislative Response, supra note 5..
26 See id. at 11. 
27 Id. at 12.
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•	 There are some jurisdictions that protect juvenile offender registries and separate them from adult reg-
istries. For instance, Missouri limits who has access to juvenile sex offender information for confiden-
tiality reasons.27  Currently, 22 states subject juvenile sex offenders to community notification.28  Other 
states have completely eliminated the notification requirement for juveniles or have imposed limitations 
on its use.29 

Note To Trainer

Seeking removal from sex offender registries is an important and ever changing area of the law 
with respect to juvenile records. The trainer should consult the local jurisdiction for guidance 
on removal, as practices vary widely from state to state.  Many states do not allow petitions 
for removal and some states only have a partial removal procedure where the registration is 
non-public. The publication A Snapshot of Juvenile Sex Offender Registration, found in the 
Supplemental Training Materials for this lesson, which are available at www.njdc.info, provides 
an overview of removal statutes in certain states.  However, because removal procedures are 
rapidly evolving, the Snapshot should be used as a starting point only. 

28 Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, 
South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin. Id. at 13.
29 Id. at 14. Louisiana and New Hampshire do not allow community notification for juveniles while Idaho and Texas have some restrictions on how notification is used. Id.
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IX. Forensic Exercise (30 to 50 minutes)

Note To Trainer

The trainer should distribute a copy of the Forensic Exercise Handout and allow participants 10 
minutes to review the fact pattern and answer the questions that follow. The trainer should instruct 
participants to consider possible defense theories, evidentiary challenges and experts that might 
be appropriate in the case as they read the fact pattern. The trainer should then use the Discussion 
Points in this lesson to walk participants through each question in the exercise.  

If time permits, the trainer will ask participants to prepare a voir dire of the child witness. 

FORENSIC EXERCISE: CHALLENGING JUVENILE SEX CASES
You are being provided with a fact pattern in which your client, Manny Alvarez, is charged with sexual abuse. Please read 
the fact pattern and answer the questions that follow. Consider possible defense theories, evidentiary challenges, and 
experts that might be appropriate in this case.  

FACT PATTERN

You represent Manny Alvarez, a 15-year-old Latino male who 
is charged with First Degree Child Sexual Abuse. He is ac-
cused of sexually assaulting his 5-year-old younger brother, 
Juan Alvarez.

Police Report:
According to the police reports, Juan Alvarez told his par-
ents that while he and Manny were in the bathroom, Manny 
removed his own clothing. Manny then removed Juan’s 
clothing. Manny then placed his naked body on Juan’s but-
tocks and started to make “humping” motions. The alleged 
offense occurred around January 15, YR-0, but Juan did not 
tell his parents about the incident until April 10, YR-0. Juan 
told his parents that this only happened one time.

Client Interview:
Manny tells you a different version of events. He says that his 
parents asked him to babysit Juan, and he gave Juan a bath 
because he was crying and begging to play in the water like 
he usually does at night. He has given Juan baths on many 
prior occasions, and this was routine. Manny gave Juan a 
bath, and then rubbed lotion on his body. Manny admits to 
you that he started to rub lotion on Juan’s buttocks in an in-
appropriate matter. Manny denies ever sexually penetrating 
Juan, and says that he only touched his buttocks with lotion. 

Manny also tells you that he recently “came out” to 
his family. Just before he was arrested for sexually 
assaulting Juan, he told his parents that he was gay. 
His parents were furious and had many conversations 
about Manny’s announcement in front of Juan. They 
also seemed afraid to leave him alone with his younger 
brother. They no longer let Manny give Juan baths and 
actually told Juan, “You can no longer have bath time 
when you are alone with Manny.” He also overheard his 
mom ask Juan something about bath time shortly before 
Juan made these allegations.

Discovery and Investigation:
Juan was immediately examined by a physician after 
Manny’s arrest. The exam revealed no signs of trauma 
or sexual abuse to Juan’s anus. This is not surprising, 
given that the alleged offense occurred three months 
prior to the examination. Juan was also examined by a 
S.A.N.E. nurse. She was not able to collect any forensic 
evidence from Juan’s body due to the lapse in time from 
when the offense occurred. However, you notice that 
the nurse recorded Juan’s statements in the records. 
According to the report, Juan told the nurse, “Manny 
tried to hump me.”
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After reviewing the fact pattern, what are some potential defense theories to use at trial?  

Fabrication

•	 It is possible that Juan is making up these incidents because he is upset with Manny for making 
fun of him all the time and never letting him stay up past 8:00 p.m. However, this would require 
that Juan truly understand the nature of his allegations and the consequences they would have on 
his older brother. It is not entirely clear whether Juan really knows the impact of his allegations in 
this fact pattern.  

•	 If the defender is able to bring out that Juan knew “humping” was wrong, then the defender could 
argue that Juan knew these allegations would get Manny in trouble. Juan need not necessarily know 
the impact of such allegations to show a willful intent to lie.  

•	 Another creative spin on fabrication is that his family was paying a lot of attention to Manny and 
Juan was jealous. He made this up so he could get attention – and it worked. 

Adult Contamination

•	 It is a little suspicious that Manny was suddenly accused of sexually assaulting his younger brother 
soon after he told his parents that he was gay – especially given the fact that his parents disapproved 
of his sexual orientation and no longer let him be in close contact with his younger brother.  

•	 It may be that Juan overheard the arguments between Manny and his parents, or that Juan overheard 
additional discussions between the two parents without Manny. At a minimum, Juan would have 
sensed that something was wrong. 

DISCUSSION POINTS
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You obtain a DVD of the Child Witness Interview conducted 
with Juan after Manny’s arrest.  During that interview, 
Juan says that Manny has “humped” him after baths on 
many prior occasions. Juan says that the most recent inci-
dent actually occurred a few weeks ago. Each time, Juan 
says that he felt Manny’s “wee wee” near where he goes 
“potty.” During the interview, Juan says that these of-
fenses occurred in Manny’s room, not the bathroom. Juan 
also says that Manny is not very nice to him sometimes. 
He claims that Manny makes fun of him a lot and never 
lets him stay up past 8:00 p.m., even when their parents 
are not home.

You attempted to interview Juan, however, his mother did 
not give you permission to speak with him.

Please answer the following questions:

•	 After reviewing the fact pattern, what may be 
some potential defense theories to use at trial?  

•	 What evidentiary challenges might you make 
before and during trial?

•	 What types of experts might you use for pretrial 
consultation and testimony at trial?  

•	 What are some topics or themes for your cross-
examination of Juan?

The trainer will facilitate a discussion with participants 
for each of the questions above. After discussion, if time 
permits, the trainer will instruct you to spend 10 minutes 
drafting a competency voir dire of Juan.  
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•	 The parents may have questioned Juan about prior contacts with Manny, and specifically about occa-
sions when Manny gave him a bath.  

•	 Out of concern, the parents may have asked leading questions or put ideas in Juan’s head.  It is com-
mon for a youth to perceive events based on adult input rather than what actually happened.  

•	 This theory implicates whether Juan is competent to testify. 

•	 Or, even if Juan is competent to testify, evidence of adult contamination may indicate suggestivity 
and undermine proof by reasonable doubt.  

Lack of Credibility

•	 The defender could also argue that Juan is not a credible witness based on a number of factors.  

 ° Juan never told his parents, teachers, or any adult about what Manny did until his parents specifi-
cally told him that he could no longer have “bath time” when he was alone with Manny.  

 ° Juan’s story changed during the Child Witness Interview. Suddenly there were multiple incidents, 
and they occurred in Manny’s room, not the bathroom.

 ° There is no medical or physical evidence supporting the claim.

 ° Juan is angry at his brother because his brother wouldn’t let him stay up late and is mean to him.

•	 This theory also implicates whether Juan is competent to testify.  

What evidentiary challenges might you make before and during trial?

Competency to Testify

•	 The defender should consider challenging Juan’s competency to testify before trial. This may 
require that the court hold a preliminary hearing to address the issue.

•	 Juan is only 5 years old.

•	 The defender will need to show that Juan does not know the difference between the truth and a 
lie. Suspicion comes from the fact that:

 ° Juan’s story has changed over time. 

 ° Allegations were not made until after Manny told his parents that he was gay.

 ° Juan only told his parents about what had happened after they specifically told him that he was 
no longer allowed to have “bath time” when he was alone with Manny, and began questioning 
him about bath time.  
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•	 There is considerable potential for adult contamination in this case, and the defense should argue 
that Manny has a right to explore whether Juan’s testimony is “tainted.”   

 ° Juan was interviewed by multiple people – parents, police, doctor, nurse, Child Witness Interviewer.

•	 Familial influences and suggestive interviewing techniques may render Juan’s testimony unreliable.  

Inadmissible Hearsay

•	 The prosecution will most likely try to introduce the hearsay statement in the S.A.N.E. nurse’s report 
(“Manny tried to hump me”) under the hearsay exception – that the statement was made for purposes 
of medical diagnosis and treatment of the complainant.

•	 The defender should argue that this statement is not admissible under the exception because the 
identity of the abuser is not relevant to diagnosis and treatment. Moreover, the defender may argue 
that a S.A.N.E. nurse was specifically trying to elicit information and collect evidence for use at trial 
and could not come in under the business record exception either.  

•	 However, the defender should be aware that some jurisdictions will still allow this statement to come 
in because Juan is placing blame on someone who lives in the same household. This could implicate 
psychological effects that are relevant to diagnosis and treatment. In some jurisdictions, the court will 
excise the statement, allowing the statement in without the name.  

What types of experts might you use for pretrial consultation and testimony at trial?  

Psychologist/Psychiatrist

•	 Competency to Testify

 ° The defender will want to consult with a psychologist or psychiatrist on the issue of Juan’s compe-
tency. The defender should make sure to conduct independent research on qualified experts in the 
field before retaining anyone for assistance. Someone who has testified on the issue of child witness 
competency, or who has done extensive research and writing in the area, is preferred.

 ° The defender can use the expert on competency to assist in evaluating the case, develop trial strat-
egy to challenge Juan’s competency to testify, prepare cross- examination of Juan, and perhaps even 
conduct a clinical assessment of Juan.

 ° The defender may want the expert to testify at trial on the effects of adult contamination or suggest-
ibility – when and how it occurs and its impact on the youth’s recollection of events.

 ° If the expert is able to independently examine Juan, the defender may want the expert to testify to 
his or her opinion on Juan’s competency to testify and the credibility of his allegations.
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•	 Witness’s Unusual Behavior

 ° The defender may want to consult an expert on the credibility of Juan’s allegations based on his 
behavior. A psychologist who is an expert in treating victims of sexual assault may testify to any 
unusual behaviors that Juan exhibited that are not consistent with someone who has been sexually 
abused. For example:

a. Juan did not ever indicate that he asked Manny to stop his actions.  

b. Juan never told his friends, family, teachers, or any adult about what had happened until he 
was specifically asked.  

c. Juan’s story also changed from when he spoke to his parents to when he spoke with the 
Child Witness Interviewer. Suddenly Manny had abused him multiple times in the past, and it 
always occurred in Manny’s room, rather than the bathroom.  

What are some topics or themes for your cross-examination of Juan?

•	 Anger against brother 

•	 Hurt feelings because of brother’s teasing

•	 Knew Mom/Dad upset with brother 

•	 Wanted brother to get in trouble

•	 Wanted attention

•	 Likes to read/make up stories 

•	 Mom/Dad asked about baths

•	 Not afraid of brother

•	 Didn’t tell brother to stop

•	 Had many baths

•	 Likes the lotion

•	 Talked to a lot of people/all asked same questions

•	 Interviewers asked “leading questions”

•	 Liked all of the attention 

•	 MUCH MORE….
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Note To Trainer

If time permits, the trainer should instruct participants to spend 10 minutes drafting a competency 
voir dire of the youth witness from the fact pattern. The trainer should then request volunteers to 
conduct a voir dire with the trainer standing in as the youth witness. The trainer should use the 
Sample Voir Dire provided in the Discussion Points to guide the feedback.  A copy of the Sample 
Voir Dire is also available as a Handout for participants at the conclusion of the training.
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Note To Trainer
The following sample voir dire is to be conducted orally. However, defenders should note 
that in some jurisdictions courts require the questions to be written and submitted to the 
court in advance. 

I. RECOLLECTION AND ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE 

1. How old are you?

2. When is your birthday?

3. In what year were you born?

4. Where do you live?

5. Do you know how many rooms are in your apartment?

6. Do you have any brothers and sisters?

7. How old is your brother?

8. Do you sleep at night or during the day?

9. Do you eat breakfast during the night or during the day?

10. Do you have a telephone at home?

11. Do you know what your telephone number is?

12. Are you in school/daycare now?

13. What time do you get up to go to school/daycare?

14. What time do you leave home for school/daycare?

15. Do you walk to school, ride the bus, or does someone drive you?

16. What is your teacher’s name at school/daycare?

17. How many kids are in your class at school?

18. What kinds of things do you do in school/daycare?

DISCUSSION POINTS:   SAMPLE VOIR DIRE OF A YOUTH WITNESS 
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19. Do you like to color?

20. What do you like to color?

21. Do you like to draw?

22. What do you like to draw?

23. Can you draw that today?

II. REMOTE RECOLLECTION

1. Where do you live now?

2. Where did you live last year?

3. Did you go to school/daycare last year?

4. Was it the same school/daycare last year?

5. Do you know when the last day of school/daycare was last year?

6. What did you do on that last day?

7. Do you like Christmas?

8. Do you get presents on Christmas?

9. What did you get for Christmas last year?

10. Who gave you those gifts?

11. What about the year before that? What did you get for Christmas that year?

12. Who gave you that?

III.  INTELLECTUAL OR MORAL CAPACITY TO UNDERSTAND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
TRUTH AND FALSEHOOD

A. Telling Lies

1. Have you ever broken anything at home? (e.g., window, toy, glass)

2. Have you ever broken anything at school?

3. Did you think your mom (or teacher) would get mad because you broke the ______?

4. Did you tell anybody what you did?

5. Do you like cookies/candy?

6. Have you ever eaten candy or cookies that you weren’t supposed to eat?

7. Did you eat the candy/cookies at home?
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8. At school?

9. Did you think your mom or teacher would be mad because you ate the candy?

10. Did you pretend it didn’t happen so that you wouldn’t get into trouble?

11. Have you ever said something that wasn’t true so you won’t get in trouble?

12. What did you say that wasn’t true?

13. Are there any children at school that you do not like? (or any children who are mean to you?)

14. Have you ever said something that wasn’t true about that child (e.g., because you don’t 
like someone)?

15. What happens when you say something that isn’t true?

16. Do you get into trouble when you say stuff that isn’t true?

17. Do you get into trouble if nobody ever finds out that what you say isn’t true?

18. Is it okay to say things that aren’t true if no one knows that what you say isn’t true?

19. Do you think that sometimes you can get in more trouble if you tell the truth than if you say 
something that isn’t true?

20. Do you think sometimes you get other people into trouble when you tell the truth?

21. Would you lie to keep your best friend from getting into trouble?

22. Or your dad in trouble?

23. Or your mom in trouble?

24. Or your brother?

25. Or your Uncle Carl?

26. Or your grandmother?

27. Would you say something that wasn’t true if it would help your friends?

28. Would you say something that wasn’t true to help your daddy?

29. Would you say something that wasn’t true to help your mom?

30. Would you say something that wasn’t true to keep your mom from getting mad?

31. Would you say something that wasn’t true if your mom told you to?

32. Would you say something that wasn’t true if your grandmother told you it was okay?
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B. Hypotheticals

1. What do you like eating for breakfast? Now let’s pretend that your mother makes you eggs for 
breakfast but that your mother tells you to tell everyone that you had pancakes for breakfast. 

a. What would you say if your teacher asked you what you had for breakfast?

2. Do you and your brother play together sometimes? Do you play around in the house some-
times? Now let’s pretend that you were playing with your brother and you broke a glass. Your 
father comes home and asks you who broke the glass. 

a. Would you tell your father that you didn’t break it so that he won’t get mad at you?

3. Sometimes when your mother and father leave the house, do they leave you with a babysitter 
(or your grandmother, or uncle)? Let’s pretend like your mom lets your grandmother take care of 
you, and you are bad boy with your grandmother.  You don’t go to bed when you are supposed 
to. Then your mommy comes home and asks you if you have been good or bad, do you tell your 
mom that you have been good or bad?

4. Do you like candy? Does anybody ever buy you candy from the store? When you get candy, 
does somebody have to pay for it? Now, let’s pretend that you and your mother went to the 
store. At the store, your mother takes candy without paying for it. Your mother tells you not 
to tell anybody. Your grandmother sees you and your mother eating the candy, and she asks 
where you got it from.

a. Do you tell her that you found it?

b. Would you tell on your mother?

IV. LIES

1. Do you know what a lie is?

2. What is a lie?

3. Is it ever okay to tell a lie?

4. If you repeat something that you hear someone else say and you do not know if it is true, is 
that a lie?
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